Ancillary Tests in Breast Cytology: A Practical Guide.
Utilization of fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) cytology for the diagnosis of diseases of the breast has been met with both excitement and uncertainty during the last couple of decades. Presently, FNAB for the diagnosis of primary and metastatic breast lesions is on the rise again. This is probably due to its fast turnaround time, cost efficiency, and minimal invasiveness, characteristics of this sampling modality which are particularly crucial for patients requiring frequent repeat biopsy in the setting of metastatic lesions. In this article, we will briefly review the main modern applications of FNAB of the breast when coupled with contemporary ancillary techniques. Such contemporary ancillary techniques range from classic immunocytochemistry (ICC) to the most modern molecular techniques, particularly next-generation sequencing. Coupled with contemporary ICC and molecular methods, FNAB of the breast can be used for several applications. The applications reviewed in this article include the primary diagnosis of a breast lesion, the identification of the breast as a primary source of a metastatic lesion, the evaluation of breast prognostic/predictive markers, and the tracking of tumor evolution. In our opinion, FNAB of the breast is an ideal sampling method, sharing many of the advantages of truly liquid and of tissue biopsies. Ultimately, we aim at demystifying the complexity of many of the challenges traditionally associated with the application of ancillary techniques to FNAB of the breast and provide insights into some of the most cutting-edge and clinically useful application scenarios.